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Terms of use for iCARD ATM website

These Terms of use regulate the rules for access and use of the website https:// www.atm.icard.com
(“the website”), property of iCARD AD (iCARD), hereinafter referred as “Terms of use”
1.

General Rules

By using the website you accept and agree to be legally bound by these Terms of use, which enter
into force immediately after the first use of the website. The Terms of use are to be applied to all
customers who use the website. If you do not agree to be legally bound by these Terms of use,
please do not enter and/or do not use the website.

This website only provides general information.

Through the website “iCARD” AD provides the public general information on iCARD ATM product
and the services that it provides

No part of any content of this website is a legally binding offer from “iCARD” AD for conclusion of
an agreement or a contract.

A legally binding relationship between “iCARD” AD and a specific person for the iCARD ATM service
shall be established only after conclusion of separate contract/s, which contract/s regulates the
relations between the Parties.
2. Intellectual Property
Materials published on the website, names, images, icons and logos, which identify iCARD and/or
myATM and/or any other product provided by iCARD, are the object of intellectual property rights,
design rights, trade mark rights. No clause of the Terms of use can be interpreted by default or in any
other way, as a clause that gives the rights of use of the materials published on the website – names,
images, icons, logos.
3. Use Of The Website
You agree to use the website only for purposes not prohibited by the law and in a way that does
not interfere with the rights of other persons and does not prevent other persons from using it.
4. Waiver Of Rights
iCARD is not responsible for any damages, including direct or indirect, which have occurred from
the use and/or non-use of the data or services, which derive from a contract, negligence or some
other action during or in connection with your use of the content of iCARD ATM, including but not
limited to information, names, images, trademarks and signs, in connection or regarding iCARD ATM

and/or iCARD, its products or services (or to the products and services of third parties) is provided for
your information and only for your personal usage, without any guarantee (expressly stated or
implied by the law) regarding satisfactory quality, suitability for a certain purpose, lack of
infringements, compatibility and others. iCARD does not guarantee, that the functions, which are
included in the content of iCARD ATM, will be permanent or flawless, that the flaws will be remedied
or that myATM or the server, on which the website in uploaded, are virus- and bug-free. The links to
other websites, including the websites, which are not owned by iCARD, can be included in this
website, so that it can be as useful as possible, but iCARD does not take part in the development and
carries no responsibility for the content, as well for the accuracy of the information of the websites,
which are not owned by iCARD itself.
5. Final Provisions
iCARD is entitled to change these Terms of use at any given time by publishing the changes on the
website. Please, take care to familiarize yourself on a regular basis with the Terms of use, so that you
can be sure, that you are familiar with all changes, that are made by iCARD. The use of the website
after the changes of Terms of use have been published, implements that you agree to be legally
bound by the changed and updated Terms for use.

iCARD is entitled to change these Terms of use at any given time by publishing the changes on the
website. Please, take care to familiarize yourself on a regular basis with the Terms of use, so that you
can be sure, that you are familiar with all changes, that are made by iCARD. The use of the website
after the changes of Terms of use have been published, implements that you agree to be legally
bound by the changed and updated Terms for use.

iCARD shall have a right to seek compensation for possible damages and claims from any third
party, related to the breach of these Terms of use and/or the unauthorized use of the services on the
website atm.icard.com

The Terms of use are regulated and interpreted in accordance with the Bulgarian national law. If it
so happens, that any clause of the Terms of use is contrary to the law, invalid or in any way annulled
because of changes in the provisions of the Bulgarian national law, than it has to be interpreted
separately and to be treated as annulled from the Terms of use. In this case the rest of the clauses of
the Terms of use remain in force.

The Terms of use are written in Bulgarian and in English. Regardless, that there may be translations
in other languages, you agree, that in case of a conflict between the versions the Bulgarian version
will have precedence over any translated version

